A rearrangement inequality for a general maximal operator Mf(.x) = suPtec? ff't'Q dv is established. This is then applied to the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator with weights.
1. Let p, v be two measures on R" and let there be given for each cube Q ER" a function $q supported in Q. We consider the maximal operator Mf{x) = sup ff$Q dv, where the sup is extended over all cubes centered at x and obtain (Theorem 1) the rearrangement inequality (M/)*(£) *£ y4/0°°3»(f )/"*(?£) dt. Here g£ denotes the nonincreasing rearrangement of g with respect to the measure À, and $ is a nonincreasing function given in terms of p, v, <j>Q. From this one easily sees that ||M/|| ^ < A\\f\\p,vIo''&it)/ti/Pelt> and tnus tne finiteness of this integral, i.e., $ G L{p', I), gives a weighted norm inequality. This is how the ^-condition comes into play. In fact, if we take («, v) E Ap, i.e., fQu-{JQvl~p')p~] < C\Q\P [5] , dp = udx, dv = Finally, we will study the problem when {u, v) E Ap implies || Mf || =£ A \\ f \\ , and the extrapolation problem, i.e., when does IIAÍ/II <,4||/j| imply the existence of e > 0 so that II Mf || u < B \\ f || _e.»? It turns out that the behavior of the iterated maximal operator M is crucial here. We will see (Theorem 6) that extrapolation is possible provided the norm of M as an operator from Lp -* Lp grows at most geometrically, a fact which is obvious for u = v. All this gives a different, though admittedly long, proof of w G A , implies u E A , and shows that it is the iterated maximal operator that controls this implication.
2. For v 3* 0 a Borel measure on R" and /: R" -> R a Borel measurable function, let hf.viy) = v{x-\f{x)\>y), and /"*(/) = inf{^: \f,p{y) < t], the rearrangement of/ with respect to v. With each Q E {Q}, the collection of cubes in R", let there be associated a Borel measurable function <f>e: R" -» [0, oo), supp<#>e C Q. We consider the general maximal operator.
where the sup is extended over all Q with center x. If p s* 0 is another Borel measure on R", finite on compact sets, define <i>(0 = sup{p(o)<i>*>(e)o}.
where A depends only upon the dimension n.
Proof. We let Mrf{x) = sup j4>Qfdv, where now the sup is extended over all Q with center x and diam Q < r. It suffices to prove the theorem for MJ and then let r -oo.
Let ET -{x: Mrf{x) > t} and E7 R -ET n {| x |< R}. For jc G ET R, we have a cube Qx, center x, diam Qx < r such that t < \ §Q f dv. We can now apply the Besicovitch covering theorem [1] and select {(?,} C {Qx: x E Er R) such that EtR C \JQj and 2x^(0 ^C where C depends only upon n. Then p((A)t < SÀQj)*Qlfdv. We set //" = 2jL,fi(ßy). $"(>-) = S^.Mßy)^/.-^ Then and since p{ET R) < H, we see that t *£ c]¡¡°<b{t)f*{tp{ET R)) dt. Finally, let t0 = (Mr/)*(0 = inf{x: p{ET) < £}. Then 0 < t < t0 implies that p{ET) > £, and hence for some R, p{ET R) > £. From this we get t « c/0°°<í>(í)/*(í£) dt, and letting t î t0, completes the proof.
Remark. Theorem 1 contains many of the known maximal inequalities.
(i) The choice <j>Q{y) = Xçiy)/\ ß I > M ~ v~ Lebesgue measure, gives the ordinary Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. In this case í>(r) = X[oij(0 ana" so {Mfm)<Af¿f*{tt)dt.
(ii) Let Q0 be the unit cube centered at the origin, and let Q{x, h) be the cube with center x, side-length h. Let supp$ C Q0, and set <t>Q{y) = </>((* ~ y)/h)/h", Q = Q{x, h). If p = v = Lebesgue measure, we consider the maximal "approximate identity" operator Mf{x) -suph>0{l/h")J^>{{x -y)/h)f{y)dy [4] . In this case 3. Minkowski's integral inequality and Theorem 1 show that and hence f™<b{t)/t]/p dt < oo implies that Mf is strong {p, p). In the setting of Lorentz spaces L{p, q) [2] , this says that $ G L{p', 1), 1/p + 1/p' = 1, implies strong (p, p) for Mf. A major part of this paper is devoted to the converse, i.e., when does strong (p, p) for Mf imply «D G L{p', 1)? Simple examples show that this need not be the case in general. For, if we consider the "approximate identity" example of the previous section and assume that <¡> is radially nonincreasing, then Mf{x) < ||<j>|| xM0f{x), where M0 is the ordinary Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. Simply take § E L\ <i> G L{p', 1) to obtain an example. We let now («, v) be a pair of nonnegative functions (weights), i.e., u E Lj^ and 0 < v < oo, a.e. x. This last restriction is made in order to avoid the special cases arising from division by zero, etc. Then ]h\fQfdX = W\ff'¥vdx=If4,edv> where <¡>q{x) = XqÍx)/\ ß I vix)> and dv = v dx. If we let dp = udx and
then $ G L{p', 1) gives the double weight strong {p, p) for the ordinary HardyLittlewood maximal operator, which from now on we will denote by Mf.
4. The single weight problem, i.e., u -v, and the double weight problem are different and the $ reflects this. From this we get
and this proves (i).
For (ii) simply note that \\Mf\\qu<Aq\\f\ Oir1'«').
Remark, (i) The above result shows that the behavior of $ about 0 is much more critical than that about oo. (ii) We have shown that (w, v) E Ap implies that <ï> G L{p', oo). Theorem 3. \\Mf\\pu < A\\ f II pu for some p > 1 if and only if <b E L{p', 1), i.e., $ E L{p',l) and u E Ap are equivalent.
Proof. Note that now <¡>Q{x) = Xçix)/\ Q | «(•*)> so tnat Qq^ÍV-ÍQ)*) is zero f°r t > 1, and hence $(i) = 0, / > 1. Thus we have to show that ¡Q<b{t)/tx/p dt < oo. Since u E Ap_e for some e > 0 [5] , we get from Theorem 2 that <ï> G L{{p -e)', oo) from which <S>{t)/tx/p < c/tlAp-eY+i/p.
Remark. Later we will show that d> e L{p', 1) implies <J> G L{{p -e)', 1) in the single weight case without recourse to u E A .
5. From now on we assume that n -I, and we will denote by /, J intervals in R. In this section we will present a partial converse of Theorem 2, i.e., we ask whether 3> G L( p', oo ) implies some norm inequality for Mf.
For «D,, $2 two nonincreasing functions on (0, oo) we write <E>, ~ «I>2 provided there are constants c¡, c'" i = 1,2, such that cx<bx{c\t) < $2(?) < c2<D,(c2i), 0 < / < 1. Note that f{Mf0)pudx < cj{Mf0)p dx < c|| /0||£ < c|| /||£".
We next claim that f{MfN)puNdx « AffívNdx. For x G /^ = supp wN we have (MAr(x)<(2/22;2+^-7,^)^2^(a/v2-)P/,'||/Ji;.
Since aN = 0{2N/p') we obtain {aN2-N)p/p' < cc^1 from which (Af/A,)p < We next observe that JMp(ZfN)u dx = lkJMp(2fN)uk dx, and thus, using {lüjY exists («, v) for which p{x: Mf{x) > y} < cll/ll£,t,/y/' and <DW " ~ <D0. 6 . In order to make a more detailed study of $ = $M>1¡ for a pair of weights (w, u) we need some preliminary results. Again our analysis will take place on R. Then there is a constant B so that ACBjfMJJf>JMLJg.
Proof. We will first establish that for a > 0
(1) (ii) aN < l/v{x) < 5aN, x E SN, We claim now that v{SN)> jv{S'N). To prove this we may assume that v{S'N) > v{SN).liv{SN)<i5v{S'"),then
We can now choose an interval J" E J% for which p{J")2~N «£ v{S'N\SN) *£ p{J")2~N+ ', and /" is a candidate for the sup of <t>. Then p(7") > lp{J'), and since (XS:V^A)*(M(A')/2A') > 5«wweget
Hence ^p(A)/2A/ < p(Sw) ^ p{J')/2N. If we let /^, = 7', the properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) of the lemma follow, and the only thing that remains is p{I'N)aN/\IN\< c2N/p'. This can be done by the same argument used in Theorem 2 for (i) since {u, v) E Ap. 7. It is well known that u E Ap, p > 1, implies that u E Ap_e for some e > 0, and that this is no longer the case for {u, v) E Ap [5, 6] . If we want {u, v) E A _F, then in terms of <ï> = $u>() we need to prove that <ï> G L{{p -e)', 1). Here is where the behavior of the iterated maximal operator M-f comes into the picture. Proof. We will first show that we may assume that | tr'(r) | = 0, / > 0. Since our overall assumption on v is 0 < ü < oo a.e., we choose v{x) < v{x) < 2t>(x) such that | v~\t) | = 0, t > 0. Then {u, v) E Ap and $""(/) < 2<D" ¿t). L{{p -e)', 1), and hence \\Mf'\\p_^ < A\\f ||"_,,".
Proof. To prove (i) we use the corollary and obtain <J>(2_,V) < c2N/p'/N2 and so 1<S>{2-N)/2N/P' < oo. Hence $ G L{p', 1).
For (ii) we use Theorem 5 and get $(2_/V) < c{A/N)jj\2N/p', for some constant A. Since by Stirling's formulay'!~ {2-n e~iji+x/1, we get r)^(||>-2w
If we now let a = e/2 A and y = [aN], then $(2~A') < c-_2N/P' < J-2N/p'~aN/2 < _£_2JV/(/,_e)' 2a,v TV2 N2
for some e > 0. Thus 2$(2-Ar)/2Ar/(p_e)' < oo and so $ G L{{p -e)', 1). Remark. Theorem 6 provides us with a different proof of u E Ap implies u E A for some e > 0. From [7, 3] we know that u E A implies ||M/|| " < AWfWp,u without recourse to Ap_e. But then || Mjf\\p u <Aj\\ f\\p u, and thus from
(ii), II Mf || p_cu < B || /1| p_E u from which we get u E Ap_c.
